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3 ETIS Laboratory-University of Cergy-Pontoise, Frane.Dominique.Laurent�u-ergy.frAbstrat. This paper proposes a generi ost framework for query op-timization in an XML-based mediation system alled XLive, whih in-tegrates distributed, heterogeneous and autonomous data soures. Ourapproah relies on ost annotation on an XQuery logial representationalled Tree Graph View (TGV). A generi ost ommuniation languageis used to give an XML-based uniform format for ost ommuniationwithin the XLive system. This ost framework is suitable for varioussearh strategies to hoose the best exeution plan for the sake of mini-mizing the exeution ost.Keywords: mediation system, query optimization, ost model, Tree Graph View,ost annotation1 IntrodutionThe arhiteture of mediation system has been proposed in [Wie92℄ for solvingthe problem of integration of heterogeneous data soures. In suh an arhiteture,users send queries to the mediator, and the mediator proesses these queries withthe help of wrappers assoiated to data soures. Currently, the semi-strutureddata model represented by XML format is onsidered as a standard data ex-hange model. XLive [NJT05℄, mediation system based on XML standard, hasa mediator whih an aept queries in the form of XQuery [W3C05℄ and re-turn answers. The wrappers give the mediator an XML-based uniform aess toheterogeneous data soures.For a given user query, the mediator an generate various exeution plans(referred to as "plan" in the remainder of this paper) to exeute it, and theseplans an di�er widely in exeution ost (exeution time, prie of ostly onne-tions, ommuniation ost, et. An optimization proedure is thus neessary todetermine the most e�ient plan with the least exeution ost. However, howto hoose the best plan based on the ost is still an open issue. In relational orobjet-oriented databases, the ost of a plan an be estimated by using a ost



model. This estimation is proessed with database statistis and ost formulasfor eah operator appearing in the plan. But in a heterogeneous and distributedenvironment, the ost estimation is muh more di�ult, due to the lak of un-derlying databases statistis and ost formulas.Various solutions for proessing the overall ost estimation at the mediatorlevel have been proposed. In [DKS92℄, a alibration proedure is desribed toestimate the oe�ients of a generi ost model, whih an be speialized fora lass of systems. This solution is extended for objet database systems in[GGT96℄[GST96℄. The approah proposed in [ACP96℄ reords ost information(results) for every query exeuted and reuses that information for the subsequentqueries. [NGT98℄ uses a ost-based optimization approah whih ombines ageneri ost model with spei� ost information exported by wrappers. However,none of these solutions has addressed the problem of overall ost estimation ina semi-strutured environment integrating heterogeneous data soures.In this paper, we propose a generi ost framework for an XML-based medi-ation system, whih integrates distributed, heterogeneous and autonomous datasoures. This framework allows to take into aount various ost models fordi�erent types of data soures with diverse autonomy degrees. These ost mod-els are stored as annotations in an XQuery logial representation alled TreeGraph View (TGV) [DNGT04℄[TDNL06℄. Moreover, ost models are exhangedbetween di�erent omponents of the XLive system. We apply our ost frameworkto ompare the exeution ost of andidate plans in order to hoose the best one.First, we summarize di�erent ost models for di�erent types of data soures(relational, objet oriented and semi-strutured) and di�erent autonomy degreesof these soures (proprietary, non-proprietary and autonomous). The overall ostestimation relies on the ost annotation stored in orresponding omponentsTGV. This ost annotation derives from a generi annotation model whih anannotate any omponent (i.e. one or a group of operators) of a TGV.Seond, in order to perform the ost ommuniation within the XLive systemduring query optimization, we de�ne an XML-based language to express the ostinformation in a uniform, omplete and generi manner. This language, whih isgeneri enough to take into aount any type of ost information, is the standardformat for the exhange of ost information in XLive.The paper is organized as follows: In Setion 2, we introdue XLive systemwith its TGV modeling of XQuery and we motivate our approah to ost-basedoptimization. In Setion 3, we desribe the summarized ost models and showhow to represent and exhange these ost models using our XML-based generilanguage. Setion 4 provides the desription of TGV ost annotation and theproedure for the overall ost estimation at the mediator level. We onlude andgive diretions for future work in Setion 5.2 BakgroundXQuery proessing in XLive A user's XQuery submitted to the XLive me-diator is �rst transformed into a anonial form. Then the anonized XQuery is



modeled in an internal struture alled TGV. We annotate the TGV with in-formation on evaluation, suh as the data soure loations, ost models, souresfuntional apabilities of soures, et. The optimal annotated TGV is then se-leted based on a ost-based optimization strategy. In this optimization proe-dure, TGV is proessed as the logial exeution plan and the ost estimationof TGV is performed with ooperation between di�erent omponents of XLive.This optimal TGV is then transformed into an exeution plan using a physialalgebra. To this end, we have hosen the XAlgebra [DNG03℄ that is an extensionto XML of the relational algebra. Finally, the physial exeution plan is eval-uated and an XML result is produed, Fig.1 depits the di�erent steps of thisproessing.
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SourcesFig. 1. Cost-based optimization in proessing of XQuery in the XLive systemTree Graph View TGV is a logial struture model implemented in the XLivemediator for XQuery proessing, whih an be manipulated, optimized and eval-uated [TDNL06℄. TGV takes into aount the whole funtionality of XQuery(olletion, XPath, prediate, aggregate, onditional part, et.) and uses an in-tuitive representation that provides a global view of the request in a mediationontext. Eah element in the TGV model has been de�ned formally using Ab-strat Data Type in [Tra06℄ and has a graphial representation. In Fig. 2 (a), wegive an example of XQuery whih delares two FOR lauses ($a and $b), a joinonstraint between authors and a ontains funtion, then a return lause projetsthe title value of the �rst variable. This query is represented by a TGV in Fig. 2(b). We an distinguish the two domain variables $a and $b of the XQuery, de�n-ing eah nodes orresponding to the given XPaths. A join hyperlink links thetwo author nodes with an equality annotation. The ontains funtion is linked



to the $b "author" node, and a projetion hyperlink links the node title to theReturnTreePattern in projetion purposes.
for $a in col("catalogs")/catalog/book

for $b in col("reviews")/reviews/review

where

      $a/author = $b/author

      and contains($b/author,"Hobb")

return

      <books>

            {$a//title}

      </books>

(a) An  XQuery query (b) TGV representation

=
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Fig. 2. An example of XQuery and its TGV representationTGV generi annotation The motivation to annotate a TGV is to allowannotating subsets of elements of a TGV model with various information. Pre-isely, for eah arbitrary omponent (i.e. one or a group of operators of TGV), weadd some additional information suh as ost information, system performaneinformation, soure loalization, et. Our annotation model is generi and al-lows annotation of any type of information. The set of annotation based on thesame annotation type is alled an annotated view. There an be several anno-tated views for the same TGV, for example, time-ost annotated view, algorithmannotated view, soures-loalization annotated view, et.3 Heterogeneous Cost Models and Cost Communiationwithin XLive3.1 Cost Models for Heterogeneous Autonomous Data SouresCost models summary We summarize di�erent existing ost models for var-ious types of data soures in Fig. 3. This summary is not only based on typesof data soures but also on autonomy degrees of these soures. In addition, thissummary gives some relations between di�erent works on ost-based query op-timization. The ost models with the name "operation" ontain aurate ostformulas for alulating the exeution ost of operators appearing in the plan.Generally, ost information suh as soure statistis is neessary for these ostmodels, beause these statistis are used to derive the value of oe�ients in ostformulas. It is often data soures implementers who are able to give aurate ostformulas with indispensable soures statistis.
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data sourcesFig. 3. Cost models for heterogeneous souresWhen the data soures are autonomous, ost formulas and soure statistisare unavailable. For obtaining ost models we need some speial methods thatvary with the autonomy degree of data soures. For example, the method byCalibration [DKS92℄ estimates the oe�ients of a generi ost model for eahtype of relational data soures. This alibration needs to know aess methodsused by the soure. This method is extended to objet-oriented databases by[GST96℄. If this alibration proedure an not be proessed due to data soureonstraints, a sampling method proposed in [ZL98℄ an derive a ost model foreah type of query. The query lassi�ation in [ZL98℄ is based on a set of ommonrules adopted by many DBMSs. When no implementation algorithm and ostinformation are available, we an use the method desribed in [ACP96℄, in whihost estimation of new queries is based on the history of queries evaluated so far.Generi ost model Here, we show how to reuse the summary in Fig. 3 tode�ne our generi ost model used for XQuery optimization in the XLive system.First, a ost model is generally designed for some type of data soure (butthere are also some methods that an be used for di�erent types of soures, forexample, the method by history [ACP96℄). Seond, this ost model an ontainsome aurate ost formulas with oe�ients' value derived from data souresstatistis, or a spei� method for deriving the ost formulas. This ost modelmay also have only a onstant value for giving diretly the exeution ost ofoperators. The possible attributes of our generi ost model are desribed inTable 1. This desriptive de�nition of ost model is used for TGV ost annotationfor the purpose of overall ost estimation in the mediator level (ref. Setion 4).For a ost model, all attributes are optional by reason of generality. We applythe priniple as aurate as possible. For example, the method by alibration an



normally provide more aurate ost models than the method based on histori-al osts, but it has a lower auray level than ost models based on operationimplementation. That means if the ost models based on operations implemen-tation are available, we use neither the method by alibration nor history.Attribute DesriptionData soure type This type an be relational, objet-oriented, semi-strutured,�les, Web servies, et.Method The spei� method stored in this �eld an be used to derivethe pratiable ost formulas. These ost formulas may be in-aurate, but an at least roughly estimate the exeution ost.This respet our as aurate as possible priniple. Generally,some APIs orresponding to the spei� method are availablein this �eld, these APIs are implemented by XLive system andan give some useful servies suh as "provide the value ofoe�ients in the formulas".Formulas This is the ore of a ost model, but they are often unavailablein a heterogeneous environment. These formulas are given inform of equations. The values of oe�ients appearing in theformulas an also be represented in form of equations, for ex-ample, Cardinality = 10000. All these formulas forms an equa-tions system. For some ost models, only a onstant ost valueis available. This value an be provided by data soure (storedin wrapper information repository), or derived from results ofexeuted queries (historial ost)Table 1. De�nition of generi ost model3.2 Generi Language for Cost Communiation (GLCC)XML-based generi language To perform ost ommuniation within ourXLive system, we de�ne a language to express the ost information in a uniform,omplete and generi manner. This language �ts to our XML environment, toavoid ostly format onverting. It onsiders every ost model type and allowswrappers to export their spei� ost information. In our XLive ontext, thislanguage is generi enough to express ost information of di�erent parts of aTGV and is apable to express ost for various optimization goals, for example,response time, prie, energy onsummation, et.Our language extends the MathML language [W3C03℄, whih allows us tode�ne all mathematial funtions in XML form. MathML �ts to ost ommu-niation within XLive due to its semi-strutured nature. We use the ContentMarkup in MathML to provide expliit enoding for ost formulas. We just addsome rules to MathML to de�ne the grammar of our language. Furthermore, thisgrammar is extensible so that users an always de�ne its own tags for any typeof ost.
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Fig. 4. Dynami ost evaluation with GLCC in XLive systemCost formulas are represented in the form of equations set. Eah equationorresponds to a ost funtion that may be de�ned by the soure or by the me-diator. Eah omponent of TGV is annotated with an equation set in whih thenumber of equations is unde�ned. One funtion in a set may use variables de�nedin other sets. We de�ne some rules to ensure the onsisteny of the equationssystem. First, every variable should have somewhere a de�nition. Seond, byreason of generality, there are no prede�ned variable names. For example, in thegrammar, we do not de�ne a name "time" for a ost variable beause the ostmetri an be a prie unit. It is the user of the language who gives the spei�signi�ant names to variables. This gives a muh more generi ost de�nitionmodel ompared to the language de�ned in [NGT98℄.Dynami ost evaluation Fig. 4 gives a simple example for the expression ofa ost model and shows the role of our language in ost ommuniation. Afterextrating ost information from data soure, the wrapper exports that infor-mation using our language to the parser, whih derives ost models that will bestored in the wrapper information repository. When the mediator needs to om-pute the exeution ost of a plan (TGV), the wrapper information repositoryprovides neessary ost information for operators exeuted on wrappers. We havea ahe for storing historial exeution ost of queries evaluated, whih an beused to adjust the exported ost information from the wrapper. All these om-muniations are proessed in the form of our language. Our language ompletesthe interfae between di�erent omponents of XLive.



4 Overall Cost Estimation4.1 TGV ost annotationAs mentioned in Setion 2, the TGV is the logial exeution plan of XQuerywithin the query proessing in XLive. The purpose of our query optimization isto �nd the optimal TGV with the least exeution ost. For estimating the overallost of a TGV, we annotate di�erent omponents (one or a group of operators) ofTGV. For an operator or a group of operators appearing in a TGV, the followingost information an be annotated:� Loalization: The operator(s) an be exeuted on the mediator or on thewrappers (data soures).� Cost Model: Used to alulate the exeution ost of the omponent.� Other information: Contains supplementary information that is useful forost estimation. For example, several operators' (suh as join operator) im-plementation allows parallel exeution between its related operators.
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Fig. 5. An example for TGV ost annotationFig. 5 gives an example for TGV ost annotation. In this example, di�erentomponents of the TGV introdued in Fig. 2 (Ref. Setion 2) are annotated. Wean see for the operators exeuted on Soure1(S1), we have only the historialost to use for estimate the total exeution ost of all the these operators; inontrast, for eah operator exeuted on Soure2(S2), we have a ost model forestimating its exeution ost. For the join operator(numbered (7)) exeuted onthe mediator, the operators linked to it an be exeuted in parallel.4.2 Overall ost estimationCost Annotation Tree (CAT) We have seen how to annotate a TGV withost information. Now we are onentrated on how to use this ost annotation



for the overall ost estimation of a TGV. As illustrated in Fig. 5, the ost of anannotated omponent of TGV generally depends on the ost of other ompo-nents. For example, for the ost formula annotated in (6), we see that it dependson the ost of (2), (3), (4) and (5). From the ost formulas annotated for eahomponent of TGV, we obtain a Cost Annotation Tree (CAT). In a CAT, eahnode represents a omponent of TGV annotated by ost information and thisCAT desribes the hierarhial relations between these di�erent omponents.Fig. 6 (a) illustrates the CAT of the TGV annotated in Fig. 5.

(a) Cost Annotation Tree (CAT) (b) Overall cost estimation algorithm
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1   associateCost (node) {
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3         if (node.hasSpecialMethod( )) {

4               node.callAPI( );
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8         }
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10       node.calculateCost( );

11   }Fig. 6. Cost Annotation Tree and the algorithm for overall ost estimationOverall ost estimation algorithm We now show how to use the CAT ofa TGV to perform the overall ost estimation. We use the reursive breadth-�rst searh algorithm of a tree for performing ost estimation of eah node. Foreah node of CAT, we de�ne a proedure alled assoiateCost (Fig. 6 (b)) foroperating the ost annotation of a node. This proedure �rst analyzes the ostannotation of the node and derives its ost model (line 2); If a spei� ostmethod is found, it alls an API implemented by XLive for obtaining the nees-sary values of oe�ients or ost formulas for omputing the ost (line 3-5); if theost of this node depends on the ost of its hild nodes, it exeutes reursivelythe assoiateCost proedure on its hild nodes (line 6-8). When these 3 steps areterminated, a proedure on�gCostFormula ompletes the ost formulas withobtained values of oe�ients (line 9) and exeution ost of this node will bealulated (line 10). By using this algorithm, we an obtain the overall ost of aTGV, whih is the ost of the root of CAT.4.3 Appliation: plan omparison and generationIt has been shown in [TDNL06℄ that for proessing a given XQuery, a numberof andidate plans (i.e. TGV) an be generated using transformation rules that



operate on TGVs. These rules have been de�ned for modifying the TGV withouthanging the result. The exeution ost of a TGV an be omputed by using ourgeneri ost framework and thus we an ompare the osts of these plans tohoose the best one to exeute the query.However, as the number of rules is huge, this implies an exponential blow-up of the andidate plans. It is impossible to alulate the ost of all theseandidate plans, beause the ost omputation and the subsequent omparisonswill be even more ostly than the exeution of the plan. Thus, we need a searhstrategy to redue the size of the searh spae ontaining andidate exeutionplans. We note in this respet that our ost framework is generi enough tobe applied to various searh strategies suh as exhaustive, iterative, simulatedannealing, geneti, et.5 ConlusionIn this paper, we desribed our ost framework for the overall ost estimationof andidate exeution plans in an XML-based mediation system. The losestrelated work is DISCO system [NGT98℄, whih de�nes a generi ost model foran objet-based mediation system. Compared to DISCO work and other medi-ation systems, we have the following ontributions: First, to our knowledge, ourost framework is the �rst approah proposed for addressing the osting problemin XML-based mediation systems. Seond, our ost ommuniation language isompletely generi to express any type of ost, whih is an improvement om-pared to the language proposed in DISCO. Third, our ost framework is generienough to �t to overall ost omputation within various mediation systems.As futur work, we plan to de�ne a generi ost model for XML soureswith ost formulas that an ompute the ost with given parameters that areomponents in TGV. This ost model would be generi for all types of XMLsoures. We will also onentrate on the design of an e�ient searh strategythat will be used in our ost-based optimization proedure.AknowledgmentThis work is supported byXalia S.A. (Frane) and by ANR PADAWAN projet.Referenes[AAN01℄ A. Aboulnaga, A. Alameldeen, and J. Naughton. Estimating the Sele-tivity of XML Path Expressions for Internet Sale Appliations. VLDB,2001.[ACP96℄ S. Adali, K. Candan, and Y. Papakonstantinou. Query Cahing andOptimization in Distributed Mediator Systems. In ACM SIGMOD, 1996.[BMG93℄ J. A. Blakeley, W.J. MKenna, and G. Graefe. Experienes Building theOpen OODB Query Optimizer. In ACM SIGMOD, 1993.
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